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Stabile Headlines
Dance

Britt To Discuss
Fallibility of Phrases
Assembly To Witness
Exposure of Catch- words
Albert Rritt who will be
the next College Assembly Speaker is a writer ami lecturer of naHe was born in
tional reknown
He atUtah Illinois in 1874
tended the Knox Academy at Galesburg Illinois from 181- J4 He
received his A P degree at Knox
College 1S8 and studied at the
University of Columbia from 18J8He held many important
posts in writing namely Editor
of the Public Opinion Magazine
Railroad Mens Magazine Outing
President of the Outing Publishing Co and a member of the sdtorial staff of Frank A Munsey
Dr Britt was
From 1910
Co
He
the President of Knox College
is connected with the Fellow American Geographic Society and is a
member of the Phi Beta Kappa
Some of his
honorary society
The Wonds Will
writings are
Boys Own Book of Adventures
Boys Own Frontiersmen Lincoln
for Boys and Girls The Great
Biographers and also many articles
in magazines
The subject of his address will
be Hypnotism of the Phrase
From publicity announcement
Always he has been and still is
a writer with six books and many
magazine and newspaper articles
He has served as
to his credit
an investigator of strikes and of
He has lectured
rdiew problems
at colleges and before many organ-or
He is not a partisan
izations
an advocate but an average American with a great interest in the
meaning of the history of America and a deep belief in the institutions that have developed here
From Dr R rifts announcement
the futility of atof his subject
tempting to cage a fluid shifting
reality in a phrase or a set of
We are now discussing
phrases
what we call neutrality in reality
it isnt neutrality at all but an asWashpect of national defense
ington is always quoted agaoiol
entangling alliances a warning
What he
which he never gave
warned against was permanent alliances he at least was a supreme
Other catchwords are Lirealist
berty Democracy the Constitution wisdom of our Founding Fathers none of which means much
Even the
unless explained
Golden Rule needs a lot of revising
to fit in a world dominated by the
profit motive
Dr

Sponsor
Concert Season

Vernon To

Stiedry Dickson and
Iturbi Scheduled
Mount Vernon sponsors again
this year the Community Music
Club Series of three concerts the
concerts will be given as in the
iast in the Memorial Theatre of
The advantages
Mount Vernon
of such a concert series for a college community which is at some
distance from any musical center
hardly need be mentioned it is to
that Kenbe expected therefore
yon students and faculty will do
their part toward making the eonThe
certs a success financially
concerts planned for this season
appear to be even superior to those
of the past few years
The season opens on November
It with the orchestra of the New
Friends of Music conducted by
It is a symphony
Fritz Stiedry
orchestra of forty players most
of whom are American men and
women
The orchestra lias been
praised highly by New York critics the conductor is well- known
both in this country and abroad
Metropolitan
Donald
Dickson
baritone presents the second conHe has
cert on January Ifi Rlt
had a very successful career beginning his professional work with
the Cleveland Symphony Orchestra and is now heard regularly as
a featured artist of the Chase
Continued on page
1

Founders Day Service
Thursday Morning

tt
ti

i

On Thursdav Nov 1 All Saints
Day
the College will celebrate
Founders Day
Chapel will be
shortened 15 minutes to allow time

for the service in the Chapel of the
5 AM at which
Holy Spirit at
lime there will be a shortened form
of matins with an academic pro1

1

1

cession

This service

is a

compulsory

vice at which the attendance
students is required

ser-

of all

I-

Student Poli Favors
Longer Addresses
Make Talks Optional
Persistent Comment

Is

In a recent poll taken among the
students to sound out their opinion
of the Thursday assemblies some
very logical and practical suggesOf the three
tions were made
questions presented the first rethe majority of the comments
This question concerned the length
of the speeches and the general
opinion was that the speakers
should be given more time Specifically the suggestion repeatedly
made was to the effect that the
four morning classes should be cut
from an hour in length to fortyfive minutes thus leaving an hour
for the assembly program In several cases it was implied as it
should be that the speaker was not
to be obligated to talk for the entire hour but that the purpose of
the additional half hour was only
to assure tho guest speaker ample
time to cover his subject
are
As for the second question
you satisfied with the assembly
program as it now stands
the
opinion seemed to be that there
was nothing wrong with it but
that it might be improved Closely
supplementing the wish for a longer program as expressed in the answer to the first question was the
desire to have guest speakers to
whom it would be worth giving an
extra half hour
Exemplary of
Continued on page
I

Stage Taffy Pull
Young Ladies Arrive
In Horseless Carriages

25

Starting that

A good time was
Mr Lawrence Bell
Esq noted sportsman and playboy
of Toledo and Gambier described
the annual Alpha Delta Phi and
Delta Kappa Epsilon talfy- pull and
cider party
The party was held
in the bulls eye of the Dekes The
party was attended by 25 young
ladies many of whom arrived in
horseless carriages The less daring rode via ox- cart over the path
blazed by that dauntless bare- back
pioneer
Wild
horseman
and
Faunce Ashford
In the afternoon a pink lemonade party was held in the Deke
parlor and going to Jerusalem was
played with Mr Monaghan winning a gilt edged copy of What
Every Young Man Should Know
A dance was held with Mr Norman Smith doing the calling
had

by all

Powell Commends
flew Movie Set- up
With the adoption of the season
tickets the Sunday night motion
pictures are stepping into a larger
and more important field of amusement
The benefits of the prepaid admission are manifold according to
Dr Wilson Powell
head of the
Motion Picture Committee
In the first place Dr Fowell
points out with its income fixed
the committee can make a budget
for the year and eliminate the
need of making up losses with
Secondly the
local advertising
students can attend whenever they
want to and not just whenever
they have enough money to pay the
A
admission or can borrow it
third point and a most important
one to the students is the amazingly low cost per show of the season
Last year the admission
ticket
price was 25 cents per show This
year with season tickets the price
is only 10C cents
The most important point of al
however is the quality of the films
This is
to be presented this year
partly due to the new booking
method explained in last weeks
tinu and partly due to the
enlarged income of ihe committee
thiough the use of the new tickei
Continued on pare It

Freshman Request Audition With
Sophomores on Football Field
Dear

No

The more we think about the amusing little activities you
so thoughtfully planned for us during our first month here
the guiltier we feel in having so neglected social etiquette by
not having shown our appreciation by a party for you
Many of you probably know what a football looks like
and our spies tell us that a few of you are even representatives
on what is reverently known as the Kenyon football team So
we kiddies think it would be pleasant if you would come and
play in our yard October 7 a week from Tuesday We cannot
hope of course to provide your majesties with anything save
entertainment much less a struggle but the winners who
O gallant young Christians will be you will receive a simply
darling silver cup suitable for framing
We have heard tales of your lack of courage of
Alas
your strong talk and weak actions all of which we disbelieved
Some old bad- nasties had told us that you would not condescend to attend such a poor function as we could afford you
after having scaled the Olympian heights in your stirring
Some naughty
victory last year over the then- sophomores
in the contemporary
men even told us you were yellow
We would be most unhappy if it became necessary to
idiom
believe such heresy
Please O lights of the world tell us of your decision
rush your Mr William Crosby Wilson by
Spare no expense
May we add our fervent
ox- cart express to tell us your choice
It would be so much fun
hope that you will accept
Affectionately

Edward North Chamberlain

Settle Nominates

Cahall Recommends

Stabile

Unified Peace Plans

Stabile ami knick
To Spur Revelers
Tor Fall Dance

States That Isolated
Programs Are Ineffective

chairman of the
Settle
Committee announced during the week that plans are Hearing completion for the Fall Dance
He confirmed the report that
Dick Stabile would play for the
Bill
Dance

i

ei

ami

iiiLiiL

iUO Iuil

Knick would furnish the
music on Saturday evening
Dick Stabile and his band are
widely known and their distinctive
rythms are well suited for a Kenyon dance
Walter Knick is from
Columbus and is popular there He
has had radio time over Columbus
stations this fall and appears to
have a good band
Settle revealed that a plan for
holding the tea dance at the Sunset Club will be laid before Dean
Hoag this week
This tentative
arrangement would be in the nature of a shot in the arm to the
tea dance which has not been too
well attended in the past
Walter

Palmer Reads Paper

Nu

The statements which were
sued by the Treasurers otliee on
October 15 covering the balance of
charges for the first semester are
due and payable November 1 The
Trustees rule governing this folis-

lows below

42

Swingster

Ps Attend

Philomathesian held a meeting last
Sunday night at 7 P M in Philomathesian Hall The meeting was
well attended as is usual with
Philo meetings and Dr Palmci
read a paper to the group on public oponion polls
Nu Pi Kappa recently held a
meeting
Dr Ashford and Gus
Ginsberg were rumored to have
been present

Weaver Offer Prize
To Best Answer
Mr Robert A Weaver of Cleveland has generously offered a prize
of 1000 worth of books for the
best answer to an article appearing in this months issue of Hika
entitled Educational Streamlining
bv Mr McClearv
The replies will
be judged by Dr R D Cahall and
Mi MacGowan who will judge the
entries on their thought and content rather than on their style
The article deals with proposed
changes in the college curriculum
and replies mav criticize the stand
taken by Mr McClearv agree with
it or make further suggestions or
revisions
Replies to the article should he
sent to Mr McClearv not later
than November 120 and the winner
will be announced shortly afleru ards

In a recent interview Dr R D
Cahall expressed the idea that the
one way in which the American
college student can stay out of a
foreign war which would take him
iM r- itry in g- forgn
campaign was to form an inter-

it

collegiate peace organization which
would act in a time of crisis and
make itself influential in the maintenance of peace and to counteract
war- mongers
Pointing out that
a few isolated colleges with a handfull of students could do little to
maintain peace and stem emotionalism he feels that a large group
of students representing several
hundred colleges and universities
and representing hundreds of first
voters and potential voters would
have considerable influence in time
of a national crisis
Dr Cahall feels that groups
such as have been recently organized at many schools including
Kenyon with the avowed purpose
of keeping America out of war can
do themselves and the nation a
great service by applying pressure
to the Congressmen of this country
by demanding that they keep a
level head in times of international
stress He urged also that Congress take an imaginative view of
international breaches by trying to
realize the ends which the belligerents are trying to attain and by
realizing that they are with their
backs against the wall
It is interesting to not that not
only has Dr Cahall maintained an
informed interest on current affairs and developments but his
41 has
son Robert Swarthmore
taken an active part in the peace
campaign carried on at Swarthmore

Muskingum Leads
Ohio Conference
Denison Drops After
Defeat bv Marietta

Muskingum College of Concord
continued its strangle told on the
top spot of the Ohio Conference
with a decisive victory over Wooster last Saturday
The other two leaders in the circuit went down to defeat over the
weekend Denisons Big Red suffered its second straight defeat at
Friday
the hands of Marietta
while at the same time Capital
proved to he poorer inuddors than
Ohio Northern
Ashland led by Pntka scored
its first Conference victory in two
wars by defeating Ottorbein while
Kenyon continued to occupy the
bottom siot with the unenviable
C
A
P Bulletin
distinction of not having scored in
six league and non- league encouny
it
verwill found ters during
Princeton Un
the present season
a special geographical
library in
honor of Richard Halliburton
Peloit College has scheduled two
The Univorsity
f Chicago has
thanksgiving holidays this year
ollVre
full
to
scholarships
tuition
Temple University has ogerod
its stadium at the site for the Ph- des cliolirs forced from EnglP- 10 Olympic
land bv the cm rent war
i

eekend

Gambler Ohio October 30 1939
Notice

There will be a joint meeting of the business and editorial stalls of the COLLEGIAN in the COLLEGIAN
oliice
ll in the basement
of Ascension Hall on Wednesday
November 1 at 645
PM Members of the Sophomore and Freshman classes
interested
in the business
stall and members of all
classes interested in writing
im the Editorial
Stall are
urged to be present
All divisions are requested to be
represented

W

All students are required to pay
college fees on the date specified
Any student who does not make
payment WITHIN TWO WEEKS
FROM THE DATE OF ITS ISSUE
from the Treasurers office is suspended from all college privileges
until payment has been made If
the bill remains unpaid at the end
of the semester the suspension becomes final

6

Dads To Attend
Kenyon Festivities
Varied Program To Divert
Kenyon Fathers
Next Saturday afternoon the
Kenyon Klan extends a hearty
welcome to Kenyon Fathers on

Dads

Day

The day will be one devoted entirely to showing the dads a good
time a Kenyon good time
The cooperation of the whole
college has been received by the
Klan and a full program has been

arranged

Beginning at one oclock Capt
Eberle will lead his Riding Club
in a drill on the polo field
Al
the same time Port Kenyon and
the swimming pool will be open
to visitation
During the entire afternoon
extends open house to the Fathers
Scoreless Tie Seen As
Science Hall the pool stables
Moral Victory for Holbrook the
airport and divisions are making
elaborate plans to entertain tinAlfred Holbrook a little college Fathers
with an enrollment of 05 students
Of course at
the main event
played the Kenyon Lords to a of the afternoon will be the footVernon
on
the
Mount
standstill
ball game between Kenyon and
Holgridiron Saturday night
Findley
boys
brook with a
enrollment of
The Lords will close their seaonly ten more than the Kenyon son Saturday seeking an upset
football squad wraoked up seven victory over Findley The team is
first downs to the Lost Lords keyed up and their usual strong
eight
defensive game may be expected
Only once during the entire
After the game their is no schedevening did the Lords show any uled activity until supper
power at all and this was at the
limned iarely after supper there
On this is a presidents reception at the
end of the second period
drive they marched to the Holbrook Cromwell Cottage to be followed
three and were stopped because of by the annual Klan smoker in
Peirce Hall
the lack of a scoring play
The smokers will he featured by
Both squads showed the lack of
fundamental drilling in the putrid beer and pretzels speeches eider
tackling blocking anil ballh- andling and more beer and pretzels
The smoker closes what the Klan
witnessed by a crowd of about
251 Hoi brooks only defense pow- expects to be the most successful
er was in a poorly conceived but Dads Day in Kenyon history
beautifully executed passing attack The lvenyon secondary was
caught flat- footed on several occasions by passes that came out of
a punt formation on first down
Undaunted by being noticeably
outweighed little Holbrook time
and time again stopped the HafeliniePopular N ii ferae UtMs iQle
uisoittack
1V iiliiiilv oiitlwhting them
A game that should Ami
MolJeau To He PlayeJ
have been a breather turned into
In Music Room
an obliteration of Kenyons last
hope for a pigskin victory
The committee on Music will preThe Lords infirmary list re- sent
a
more popular
ceived anither addition when Paloz- program somewhat
of recordings at the conzi was tackled against the Kenyon
bench and was taken to a Mount cert next Friday evening November
at 815 1M The selections
Vernon hospital At press time he- all belong
to the category known
was under observation but the in- as program music
that is music
jury was not thought to be serious which atempts to depict
a scene of
tell a story definitely outlined by
the composer in the title
Kutler Advises
The program opens with the
Festival at Bagdad
from
Moderate Smoking
symphonic suite
Scheherazade
a piece of music
based on stories of the Arabian
Debunks Popular Idea
Nights
The recording is made
Concerning Sweets Tobacco by the Philadelphia Orchestra
conducted by Leopold Stokowski
The second selection is the NutSpeaker at last weeks freshman
lecture was Professor Rudy Kutler cracker Suite by Tschaikowsky
of the Kenyon faculty
His sub- The music represents the fantastic
ject was Health
and he pro- dreams of a peasant girl on Christceeded to debunk many popular mas night in which the nutcracker
The story is so
ideas concerning tobacco and coffee comes to life
and sweets and the like
He ad- widely known that if needs no furvocated temperance and modera- ther explanation here The recordtion instead of absolute abstinence ing is again one made by the Philexcept in the case of alcohol adelphia Orchestra
The third selection is Moussorgwhich he definitely ruled out of
any training schedule or any diet skys Pictures at an Exhibition
to promote a superior physique arranged for orchestra from UnHe made the point that beer is original score by Maurice Pavel al
also an alcoholic beverage
be
Continued on page
lieve it or not
Professor Rudy mentioned the
well- known caso of the man who Bexley Cross
Awarded
smokes only three cigarettes a day
He believed that if a man can cut To Rev
Reinheimer
down to three he can cut down
to none and also that only thrca day might soon become only six
At the Holy Communion service
a day and then only a pack a day on Monday October 2 the Bexley
lie mentioned coffee and sweets cross was presented to the Kight
as not harmful if used in modera- Reverend Bartel II
Reinheimer
tion and that a forced abstinence Bishop of Rochester by the Bexley
from coffee or tea could result in sented to each graduate of Bexley
a most undesirable nervous conSociety The Bexley cross is prcdition
Ilall at the time of his graduation
His lecture last week was only Occasionally the Bexley Society
part of what he has to say Hi votes to award the cross to a diswill deliver another lecture on the tinguished alumnus of the semsame general subject later in the inary who graduated before the
year
custom of presenting the cross was
established
The cross itself is in an unusual
and beautiful piece of craftsmanFergie Not Married
ship The die is based on a design
which Canon Watson brought from
Rumor Dispelled
the island of loiia in Scotland

College of 65
Restrains Gridmen

20

Program Music
Chosen For Concert

M

KiniskyK-

orsakovs

1

In another of its exclusive scoops
the Collegian has unearthed ma

hich
y posi
ibo
tively and beyond any shadow of a
te

a

Freshmen Lecture

w

Time

Changed

doubt disprove the malicious base
unadulterated unbelievable disgusting shocking and otherwise
There will be a change in the
odious rumor to the effect that hour of the next two f rc- liiuan
Fergie has taken unto himself a lectures at which time Dr Baulie
spou- e
will lecture on Sound Habits and
was welcomed by Sound Hygiene on November 2
This in
many of Gamhiers smart post- and It respectively
The lectures
debutantes who have their eye on will be changed for these lectures
to
Beau Fergie slid one of Garubiers from
PM on Thursday
mo t eligible bachelor in Ihe Kmart After these lectures the former
ou ner set
hour will be resumed

Pae
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Business
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Advertising
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Among The Best
Two years ago llika was an
anemic excuse for a college magazine which made several pathetic
appearances and then disappeared
The rumor was
from our sight
whispered about the Hill that llika
had quietly crawled oil into some
No one seemed
corner and died
lo he very much concerned about
A year ago Dave
its demii- e
Macl lowed took oer llika Frankly most Ken yon men were very
much unconcerned about llika And
those who had any interest in the

were rather skeptical
expected very much
But everyone was
from Hika
The initial
pleasantly surprised
issues were definitely superior to
previous issues of Hika The last
issue culminating in the commence
magazine

people

Few

ment issue skyrocketed Hilrt to a
peak which probably marks Hika
Hika has been raised
high spot
from a local version of the Saturosl to one of the
day Evening
best if not the best college literary
publications which we have seen
Its outside contributors have been
lis student
the best obtainable
contributions have been of high
quality
The first issue of Hika for this
year has aroused the enthusiasm
of nearly everyone who has read
it The articles are all worthy of
Most of us
serious consideration
are expecting great things of Hika
and Mr Mac Howell this year To
Mr Macllowell and his stall we
say thank you and congratulations

WHY YES PANGO
Citiio Pahgo issiuing m Ifn eay bhaif smoking his long
pipe aler having finished a line dinner accompanied by fine
wine and a pleasant conversation about the French building
His face is glowing with contentment
al
io New York Fair
and happiness
Pango I ask casually why are you always so happy and
Because I choose to be Pango answers pleasantly
contented
I mean I say theres more to it than that
Nothing more
You mean
says Pango it is a state of mind nothing more
I interpret that you can be happy whenever yon want to be
That is right says Pango and I want to be happy most of the
time
Put I object there must be some formula you follow
some method by which you can make yourself feel happy
Yes says Pango in general terms there is a method
What
is it I ask I relax answers Pango if I am troubled or worried
or angry or feeling disconsolate I relax Well I say raising
my eyebrows thats scarcely enough to get the results you do
Plenty says Pango if you relax tension ceases
And then
what happens I ask do the angels drop from heaven to carry
your cares away You might say that if you wish says Pango
you see nothing progressive can be done when one is relaxed
Put that last paragraph into my language I ask
It runs like this says Pango if something is making me
unhappy 1 relax Relaxation removes my internal tension
When my internal tension is removed I become happy
Well I say I know a woman who goes to sleep when
something troubles her That is the same principle says Pango
but to an extreme degree If you are relaxd you see nothing
can make you unhappy or depressed That sounds much too
negative a way to attain happiness and contentment I say
shaking my head Happiness and contentment are negative
says Pango but there is a positive way of attaining them
Now you are talking I say what is it
It is to enjoy
meat and drink says Pango and tll the fruits of your labor
and to enjoy your labor
How do you enjoy these things I
ask puzzled what do you do to enjoy them As I have already
said repeats Pango happiness is a state of mind Enjoyment
is also a state of mind which can be governed by ones self
But I object how do you govern the state of your mind The
same way you govern the movement of your body says Pango
you merely decide to move and you move You merely decide
to be happy and you are happy
Franklv I say I think vou are crazv What do I care
reports Pango with a laugh Im happy and contented Listen
I say if somebody comes up to you and tells you that you are
a rat what do you do
If a professor Hunks you what do
you do1 If your girl turns you down if you lose all your
money if all your friends lose faith in you what do you do
then Tell me that
Well says Pango seriously what I may do and how I
feel about it are two different things
I may hit the fellow
over the head blaspheme the professor queer the girl with
all the fellows steal more money make new friends but how
I feel about all that is something else
Okeh I admit but you have got to confess that you wont
feel any too good if anyone of those things reallv happened to
you Why not says Pango I can teel unhappy or I can leel
happy I prefer to feel happy all the time so I do
Youre not human I say Maybe not savs Pango but Im
happy
Oh go to the devil with your crazy talk I say go to the
devil And I stomp out of the room biting my lip to keep from
saying anything more while little Pango just sits there arid
smokes and chuckles quietly to himself
1

1

The Mother Chapter of Ryebuck Society today revealed ior
the first time plans for the
elaborate banquet and initiawhich will
tion ceremonies
mark the Societys Fourth
Birthday and the beginning of
the fifth great year of RyeFounded on Novembuckin
ber 2 1935 by Kenyon men
who have found a place for
themselves in the world the
Society birthday celebration
should be on that elate However the Birthday Committee
of the Society announced that
they would cooperate with the
college in observing test week
and so postpone the celebration
until the following week Other
committees were appointed
Rumors this week brought to
light two likely candidates for
SigKenyons Bette Davis
ma Pis Alec Sharpe and
DKEs Carrol Prosser were
Saturday night eyes
named
were believed to be strongly in
the two contestants favor
Bexleys genial Nellie Gage
formerly of this college was
among the selected few to meet
and entertain guests last week
at Cromwell House
Alpha Pi Taus Cook on
Monday of this week had the
honor of leading his Christian
brethren into our Church of
the Holy Spirit as Bexley celebrated its one hundred years

existence
It is understood through usually reliable channels that one
young man on the campus is
planning an early date with the
tasty little Heidlberg stickthrowerwell
thats what we
of

get for going to a

mens school

charges against Kenyons Dean
for tailing to recognize him at
the game Saturday
Members of Alpha Delta Phi
were rumored this week to be

seriously considering the chang-

ing of the fraternitys name
The gentlemen were much impressed by The Wranglers of
and deEvanston Illinois
scended on no less than 180
of these Wranglers with ISO
Alpha Delta Phi pins this last
week While some of the celebration was held at Northwestern University a select few
chose the Palmer House for
Their Path
said initiation
Wrangling with the
song

Wranglers
And Orchids this week from
this column to Phi Kappa Sigma for a darn fine rendition oi
their chosen song this last

Tuesday
Alumnus Geoffrey Cook
Scholar Ryebuck and lumber
magnate was accused openly
the other day by Town Marshall MacFry of securing Mr

Frys small black weapon on
The
Homecoming Weekend
weapon is commonly known on
the other side of the tracks as

again we drag out the Not an exhaled stream an unused
puff
book and dust it off Weve
just about run through this one Amateur supreme
and at a glance you can see that
the jokes herein are but the resi- At last Zenith the poise
stereotype
due the left- overs Well sink your Particular
fenial
We might warn
the poise
teeth in these
in
bad
taste
a
they
pointing
arm
position
you that
left
CarrierOnce

joke

our mouths

Misi

Im afraid Im just

She
take

a mis-

Well we all make mistakes
Illlicll 11iih

He

who came from

De-

Not enough ash not near enotijih
ash
For so much flick
But flick away pose away
Blow smoke away
The thing you seek you pitifully
this is you
I chew

Invites

Student Criticism

catur

ACP
Evanston 111
Frank
Bliss Snyder
Northwestern
Universitys new president believes that students should contribute their ideas to his institutions
administrative
and
educational
policies and procedure
I II
And to move his belief in this
Now we parrot the Parrot
prentli
wIa
Pipyilonr Snvder
Shoe- shine mister
addressed an open letter to th
No
student body asking all undergradI can shine em so you can see
uates to give him advice as to
your face in em
how the university can best coI said no
ntribute to the happiness and weCoward
lfare of its students alumni and
faculties and of theociety which
WOMAN SMOKING
they represent
wind
No wind three matches
President Snyder has asked students alumni and faculty members
no light
Grimaces and distortion
at last to meet with him and the board
of trustees to discuss these affairs
ignition
Hurried atempt at composure
Visage plainly showing discomposure
Students Invited To
Pitiable novice
Quick furtive glance for audience Lunch At French Table
More essential
far
than totook a late date with a
Beta
When she got in
She was wearing his pin
But her house says it wont reinstate her

Once

lyn

I

I

t-

black- jack
Mr Nick Rivere of Leonard
Hall recently spent an enjoyable afternoon hunting with
friends in the Kokosing Valley
The height of loyalty unselfishness devotion to ones superiors and stupidity was revealed Saturday night of last
week when DKEs freshmen
bacco
Moore ran an entire half block
Audience
to recover a tin of malt dropped
from the speeding car in which Male audience disrupted
he was riding Moore later ex- Female audience hausterity
plained this unbelievable story Contempt for all her kind so
nimously done
the gentlemen who dropped it
was a Beta
a

yards aloft
the Ihck

used fag

Oh yes and the tap
The ash must go

From the UcoirS
Thats a nice suit you have on
do you mind my asking how much
lose
you paid for it
Woman smoking
Not at all a hundred ami ten Is a wonder then
dollars
Ikmt you think that is quite a
bit
Oh I dont know I got nine Northwestern
pairs of pants with it
A freshman

i

selfassur-

ance

The French table will meet this
year on Monday Wednesday and
Friday noons in the banquet room

Anyone interested

of Pierce Hall
Dr Brown of Kenyons facin joining this group should sec
magulty entertained in the Coffee
llr Larwill at once Only those
seriously interested in improving
Shop recently The young lady
their French pronunciation ami
Smoke sucked in distasteful
was said to be very attractive
demonatthewheel
Eleanor
conversational ability are invited
Puckered rouge winces
William Flynn of Gambier
Maude Hickin suffered All steam up blow out again
to participate
and Riverside disclosed yester- minor injuries Tuesday night of
day that he would not bring this past week when the car of
which she was an occupant
collided with another
The Ryebuck Society held
4
an informal meeting in the Coffee Shop this past Wednesday
Present were five of the six
SODAS
active members and faculty
Ash
ford
members Ryebucks
and Gretzcr Ryebuck Wende
was at the movie

t4

v s

Si

Mid West Colleges
A

CONES

Make Investigation
Peoria

111

ACP

College

mid west
at a meeting conceived in freedom
and dedicated to greater student
influence in administrative affairs
have set up a new program of

student leaders of the

C8NN0N ORVIUE

WST WTSOU

Canon Watson

Interviewed by Student
Active As Counsellor

To Kenyon Men
Cannon Orville Ernest Watson
came to Kenyon in 1911 to
teach the New Testament holds
the unofficial title of Kenyons
Most Interesting Person The Bexley centennial celebration last week
gave him ample opportunity t
talk with the hundreds of alumni
he has taught and advised for 38
who

years
He is still teaching but his chief
function and the one he most enjoys is as counsellor to Kenyon
students Day and night they come
to him with their problems sometimes for advice sometimes for a
He never
sympathetic audience
disappoints them
There is no dogma no windy
statement no helltire and brimstone in Canon Watson
He psefers to draw the student out very
gently sympathizing with anil understanding the groping mind He
will not argue and he cannot be
No
shocked
he
conclusion
smiles
can be very vital that is
reached by one trying to break
down the other
He willing to
wait weeks even years and the
human values will appeal
At first Watson was a rather
mythical figure of whom every
Kenyon man had heard but whom
few knew
Students heard of his
bull- sessions
informal
in his
study where surrounded hv tlioti
ismd o books a chosen few might
listen to symphonies and talk till
Continue on page 4

undergraduate action
Can College Help the
Student to Function More EgectivelvV
was the central theme of
the two- day conference at Bradley
College here
Taking part in the
meet which represented one of the
first ecorts of college students to
get together to solve their own
problems were the University of
Chicago Principia Armour Tech
YVheaton Illinois Wesleyan Knox
and Bradley
Conclusions and recommendations reached by the conference
include the following
1
Class attendance should not
be compulsory except in those few
courses where the nature of the
course demands it
If a professor cannot make classes interesting enough that students will
attend voluntarily he should be
discharged
2 Class attendance should not
directly affect grades
3 All college programs
should
require survey courses designed to
provide an understanding and familiarity with general principles
and materials involved in the
core of knowledge which benefits
an educated person
4 There is validity to offering
survey courses both before ami
after specialization so long as they
are taken before graduation
There should be curricular
freedom beyond the required survey courses
li Academic and vocational work
can best be handled as separate
departments of the same institution so that each department
while individual can contribute to
the function of the other and to
the function of the university as

BRICKS

How

a whoUi
7 A knowledge

of the

so-

SUNDAES

MILKSHAKES

Jewell Ice Cream

called

cultural subjects such as music
art and literature is absolutely
essential to a college education

The Iiilereolleiiate Peace Association was organized at Enrlham
College in PWi

Ci

KENYON

Eberle To Address

From

To Kenyon Stables

by Goldsmith
IV

h

v

Its a lot of fun to look over
the papers from neighboring
colleges Aside from their purely educational value we frequently find items which give
us an idea of our reputation
among our contemporaries Seldom do we find items which are
One
0 p e n y antagonistic
popped up last week Mr John
R Barrington writing in The
Denisonian cast a few pearls
which we found sandwiched
among the advertisements In
his column Sportscribblings he
says in part
The current Big Red was
forced into what approached a
return to the early days last
Saturday when they played on
Kenyons cow- pasture But the
ancients didnt have to contend
with tomato- fights automobiles
in the end zone and impromptu
kid games with beer cans in
lieu of pigskins
Then after a rambling dissertation on the defects of the
This hapOhio Conference
pens in every student paper I
can find can we have been
he coils
missing something
and strikes again
Certainly Denison has
as little business in the same
football league as Kenyon Otterbein and a few others as it
would have in the Big Ten
It is really interesting to find
that Denison feels that were
not good enough for them Of
course weve suspected it for
some time but this is something concrete
There are a
few comments that I should
like to make humble of course
before Denison and the omnipotent Mr Barrington
As far as I know there
havent been cows on Benson
field for some time but Benson field does represent something to us here We have no
need for a stadium There are
only three hundred of us and
we have no ambitions as far as
the big business of football is
concerned Football is an amateur sport here We are sorry
if our college traditions hamper
the Big Red Machine in future we shall be sure that the
Freshman- Sophomore warfare
is kept for those who can take
it for what it is worth
As a parting shot it is worth
while to remember that while
1 bear no torch for the outmoded Conference the Conference is not only for football
Kenyon held two Conference
Championships
last year in
tennis and swimming and manage to hold their own all the
way If the good Mr Barrington will take a look at the publicity release prepared in Granville he will find that the
enyon
football record occasions no great shouting for
the Big Red
1

DenisonK-

MacGowan
To

Eastman

Registrars Meeting

Librarian

Latest Innovation

In

the

direction

of Rudy
of intra-

sports

is being

promoted

Under

Clemsons Victory
Disastrous to Gamblers

Jiggs and Tanner Return

Bench

Intramural Night

Make Lovely Kill

Polo Club Tonight

ihe

Poolers

Football
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Kutler an advanced type
mural

Intramural sports with each
succeeding year occupy more time
At
and interest of Kenyon men
present

the

time

almost

every

Injured
Take Vitamins Now

Accident

Auto

Maude Hickin college Our
painfully but not
was
librarian
seriously injured in an accident
recently
Miss Hickin was riding
into Mount Vernon with some
friends when the car in which she
was riding collided with another
She suffered a cut on the
one
forehead and minor bruises
Miss E

Millers Cut Rate
Drugs

Three of Kenyons more enter- undergraduate participates in some
prising Phi Kapps conducted a sort
of intramural sport Yet the
gravy train this week in the form
student body has not been aroused
of a football pole
Prospective suckers were asked sufficiently to attract many fellows
which
to pick anywhere from four to to the final game or event
the championship in Freshmen Debaters
eight games from the eight games determines
sport
It would be to an adoffered on the pole Odds ranging any
arrange a program To Hold Meeting
from 4 1 to 1G 1 were offered vantagewouldto give
some glory inthat
those with the necessary umph to dividually
to the intramural chamThis lecture has always been pick at least four winners
Any freshman or beginning depion in some sport
Gabe Paollozi was gently but
one of the most important ones of
In order to attain this end Mr bater interested in debating should
the year in that it has enlightened quietly going insane as almost all
report to Dr Black at 3 PM
the beginner with facts and know- the suckers picked the same teams Kutler has contrived what might Tuesday October
29 in South Asbe called Intramural Night
to win
ledge necessary to good horsemancension 21
The freshman debate
ship and has helped him to get a
Of the eight games offered four
subject for this year will be Iegood and satisfactory start up the looked like sure things these being
solved
That the Federal Governladder to the ultimate goal of per- Pitt over Fordham Texas AM
ment Should Control All KailThe Riding and Polo Club will
hold an important meeting Monday
evening
Captain
October 30
Eberle will give his customary
lecture to beginners stressing the
fundamentals of horsemanship
physical traits and characteristics
of a good horse and general routines gone through in horsebu- ying

fect horsemanship
Classes for beginners riding
advanced riding beginners polo
and advanced polo will be completely organized with dates of
action definitely settled for the
fiscal week
This weekly schedule
will be held to throughout the
year Club activities for the coming year will be discussed Speakers
will be organized the plan being
that several of the members of
the Club will each contribute something in the form of a lecture on
various occasions Motion pictures
dealing with the different aspects
of riding are being contracted for
It is the hope of the Kenyon
School of Equitation that a more
varied and versatile group of equistrian activities will De undertaken
during the winter months Along
with inside riding in the arena
consisting of jumping polo group
figure and formation riding it is
hoped that there will be some outside sports such as horse- skiing
The stable has been reinforced
by the return of the two horses
Jiggs and Tanner who were sold
during the summer
It is hoped
that the students will take great
interest in the activities in order
to enable the School of Equitation
to furnish a good and better stable
of horses

Findiay

Looms

As Saturdays Victor

over Baylor Notre Dame over
Tech and Case over John Carroll
As it appeared the only salvation for the infant gamblers was
for Clemson to beat Navy as all
but four or five had placed their
quarters firmly on the horns of
the Navy goat
And when Clemsons All- American back broke his
leg Paollozis gentleness gave way
to violent despair
But as the games turned out
most of the favorites were soundly
upset and Clemson heat the Navy
in spite of her handicap and Fordham beat Pitt and John Carroll
whollopped Case
So as things turned out the
gravy train failed to show and the
Kenyon
racketeers
are busily
counting their gains and making
plans for next weeks kill
As all
this goes on Paollozis is reading
on his laurels and profit in mercy
Hospital
Scoies of the pole games follw
Kenyon
0
0
Holbrook
0
19
Case
J Carroll
13
Pitt
20
Fordham
15
7
Clemson
Navy
0
Baylor
21
Texas AM
C tech
0
Notre Dame 7
5
8
Stanford
Washington
1
Iowa
13
Wisconsin

Gridiron Experts

Despite its present low standing
the University of Chicago grid
team has won more Big Ten
championships
than any other
team

Hlectric

Kenyons example of ten cent
football starts its last week of
practice this afternoon
But he
outlook is anything but promising
as their Dads Day opponent is
Findiay
a squad rated thirty
points better than the Lords by a
national forecast
If the Lords
lose this game it will be the 21st
straight defeat in major sports
during the past year
This will also be the final game
of the college career of several
seniors notably Capt Ray Ioanes i
If for no reason of their own it
would be a fine tribute to their
leader if the Lords squad would
come out of their slumbers and put
1
forth a final worthy effort
I

I

VICTOI

ACP

VIXE

Across from

losl

Oflice

Quality Foods and Liquors
Berghoff and Schlitz on Tap
Excellent Mixed Drinks

in college

Thats the concensus of the bigtime gridiron money experts in
this midwest capital of what has
become one of the big branches of
the betting industry for it was
here that gambling on football
game results was started in 1912
Heres the way one of the boys
describes the odds against your
inners
cashin on a
ticket
Ill bet you 200 to one you cant
flip a coin and make it come up
heads 10 times out of 10
Same
way with picking football winners
It just isnt done
The one sure thing about the
whole business is that the betting
commissioners always win whether
its 10 per cent average on their
straight odds on bets or 30 to
per cent on their parlays

Guaranteed
Every cleaned garment is Monite Mothproofed
and is insured against moth damage for
six months
Xo additional charge for repairino

JAMMARONS
Dry Cleaning

pickthew-

and Pressing

Acetylene Welding

Auto Radiator Repairing

J

ij
X

J
1

1

t
1

Conveniently located behind Peoples Bank

OHIO

GAMBIER

HOWDY KEXYOX

WHY NOT MAKE THE

Myers Supply Company
116 W

DOC

xn

HIGH ST

Your Mt Vernon Headquarters For
Domestic and Imported Wines

Vermouth

Champagne

Your Favorite Beer
ICE COLD
COME aXD GET IT
12 PA
Open 8 AM
Phone 894
Yes we sell Drcwrys beer

FIXITS

6

RECORDS

VICTOR AND
BLUEBIRD RECORDS

Come in and Hear the Latest Releases Recorded
by your Favorite Band Leader

Knecht- Feeney Elec Co
6

South Alain St

I

Mt Vernon 0

College Service Station

As Gambier Hides

3 H E L Li

17 Alex Sharpe
by Don Gretzer in-

last October

accompanied
structor of aueronotics went up
to learn the fundamentals of flyDon told Alex to head for
ing
that airport in the distance which
he did That was Howard Then
he told Alex to circle around over
Danville then head for home That
is when the trouble started There
was poor Alex up in the blue sky
pitifully looking for signs of his
home port but to no avail Not to
show his ignorance Alex fumbled
feebly at the controls kept on going hoping that he would find his
port without Mr Gretzer discovering k and being shamed
After
flying over strange towns for some
time Mr G detected the error and
finally helped Alex to steer his
course safely home
After which
Mr Sharpe came back to the division and told we trembling
pledges of his harrowing experience

President Frank Aydelotte

Minn

dont bet

MAIX

Cozy Grill

Watch for Contest November

Sharpe Lost in Air
On

Minneapolis
Good gamblers
football pools

CO XX Ell

roads
The varsity debate team consisting of Logan King Easton
Reed McNeil McMullin McCleary
Tehan Albach Bell Kopf and
Vance have been working on the
problems of American neutrality

Deride Football Pools

Stock is Complete and
our Prices low

of

Swarthmore College is the newfor the Institute of Advanced
Messr MacGowan and Eastman head
Study at Princeton
will represent Kenyon College at
u meeting of college registrars to
STONES GRILL
be held at Rowling Green College
on November 2 and 3
Mr Mac- Invites you to visit the new
Gowan will be a leader in one of
SILVER KITCHEN
the panel discussions which will
Cold
Beer Liquor and Wine
side
consider the administrative
of the college

PRODUCTS

THATS THE WORD
FOR

Owned and Operated by
Kenyon Students
WHY

YOUR LAUNDRY HOME
WE OFFER
PROFESSIONAL LAUNDRY SERVICE

3

SEND

DAY

SERVICE

CALL FOR IT AND DELIVER
LOWEST PRICES

LEHRER

IT

TANNER

South Leonard

3S

POOLING off with Berp- hoff
is summer pastime for millions who have

found refreshing relief from parching heat wiih
zestful sparkling Berghoff Youll delight in
its full- bodied
its genuine old time goodness
smack and flavor Join in with your host of
friends and cool off with Berghoff

BERGHOFF BREWING CORPORATION
FORT WAYNE

INDIANA

MT VERNON BEVERAGE COMPANY
Phone 585
Mt Vernon O

BUY YOUR CORSAGE FOR THE DANCE FROM

W llll am s
5

ALL PRICES

Our Agents On The Hill Are

ower Shop

ALL PRICES

Bruce Bothwell and Bud Listug

y
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Corsage

John Puffer
Vernon Florist

Cater To Kenyon
Kcnyoii Students To He
iivcii Special Service
W illi
lance Week- cud practically here the rush for rooms and
I

corsages

is

herehy declared

oilicial-

The rooms arent much of
ly on
a problem but where to net the

easy
The Mount
lowers
Vernon florists are taking a real
intercut in nivinn the lads on The
Kill the finest flowers for the lowMoth Mrs Wilest possible cost
liams and Mrs Sharp are turning
their shops inside out so the KenVrok- end
will be a
yon Dance
Mrs
Williams of The
success
Williams Mower Shop has always
been a friend of the college and
everybody knows the quality ol
Her deep interest in
her flowers
Kenyon has supported our various
publications etc and has Riven
two Kenyon men jobs as her aKtiits She is netting special flowers
shipments
for this
in special
special dance and is putting experts on the job to turn out the
host in corsages for this coming
She boasts that there has
dance
nover been a Kenyon man disappointed with her corsages Anybody that is as good a friend of
Kenyon as Mrs Williams deserves
our support
Orchids to you
Mrs Williams
Woiking as is Mrs Williams
on this problem of accessories for
our dates is Mrs Sharp of the
Sharp Flower Shop
Her Mowers
are not permitted to leave the shop
With
unless they are perfect
service liko this you cant miss
youd bettei
hent take a chance
order your flowers immediately
from one of these shops and b
sure that your geMing your date
If
the tops in the corsage line
you havent got a date yet
ordtr your llowers anyway and
then get a date to match the

Canon Watson
from nron 9
pla chess and hash over the probThey still
lems of the universe
do but the group has expanded
and Canon Watsons door is open
to every student
Watsons appearance helps the
legend He walks with a swinging
firmness seemingly unmindful of
He has never
bis surroundings
worn a hat
His is the critical mind
He
Recares little for blueprints
ligion is too often a specialized
thing a matter of holy books and
postures when it should be the
stuff of every word and deed To
the boy who asks him whether he
should go into the ministry he will
Do you like people well esay
nough to be ready to help them
when they need you
You dont
have to consider that if you want
to be a stockbroker Do you think
the way to help is the religious

Ml

i

way
If the student can work
his way through that Watson will
help him develop his talents
He is intensely interested in his
students believing that every man
has in him a feeling for a fine
quality of life that each is a potential artist in living even though
he may lack artistic expression
he tells Kenyon
The emphasis
men
should be placed not upon
the correctness of your belief but
upon your instinct for intelligent
handling of life

Yernon Concerts
Continued from page 1
He studied
Sanborn radio hour
voice first with Wan- en Whitney
of Cleveland and later at the Juillard School of Music
The last of the three concerts
will be given on March 12 by Amparo Iturbi pianist sister of the
great Jose Iturbi She has had no
formal music education her only
teacher was her brother Jose She
made successful concert appearances with the larger symphony
orchestras of America in addition
to several radio broadcasts
Some
critics predict that her fame may
overshadow that of her brother
Season tickets for the three concerts can be purchased at a great
saving the advance sale of season
tickets in Cambier closes tomorrow

LUNCHES

Continued from page 1
Other improvements in presentation will be featured this year
A new sound screen will be placed
in Rosse Hall where the pictures
are to be presented starting November 12 and new projector
lamps whose brilliancy is fit per
cent greater than the present ones
will be used
New sound baffles
to deflect the sound to all corners
of the hall will be used in Rosse
Hall if the present unit proves
unsatisfactory at the first showing

Record Concert
Continued from page 1
the request of Serge Koussevitsky
The music is descriptive of an exhibition of the paintings and watercolors of Victor Hartman one of
Iuussogsky s
most
intimate
friends The recording was made
by the Boston Symphony Orchestra Koussevitsky conduction
The concert closes withThe
Moldau by Smetana recorded by
the State Opera Orchestra of Berlin
The composer has attempted
to picture in music the scenes
through which this great river
passes in Bohemia its source as a
small stream in the forest it waterfalls and rapids until it widens
into a great river flowing calmly
through the city of Prague

THE JACOBS SHOE
REPAIR SHOP

Haaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa
SHORT ORDERS

Hortons

Now Open Every Night

j

Floor Show

j

and

I

Dance Band Every Sat Night
Admission

like the taste and Chesterfields are definitely
milder Theres a big preference for the cigarette
that really satisfies
Chesterfields RIGHT COMBINATION of the worlds
best cigarette tobaccos is the perfect blend to
give you more smoking pleasure Make your next
pack Chesterfield you can t buy a better cigarette

f00tr

k

Dan Emmett

1

f

MAN WANTED

7

Student to take orders for
Nash Custom Tailored Clothes
Fine line of Domestic and Imported fabrics in every wanted
weave pattern and color shade
Large selection of highly attractive goods authentically

styled to your customers

25c Each

In this scene from
Walter Wongers current hit
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Copyright 1939 Liggett
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THE ALCOVE

R V Headington

B

Candy Shop

Restaurant

Super Service Station

Soda Grill

MT

VERNON

OHIO

X

Dependable Products
Reliable Service
Corner Vine
Mulberry Streets
Phone 907 M
Mt Vernon

PITKINS

PROVISION STORE
AAA AAA AAA

A

A AA A AAA

A

The Best In Foods

A AA

Only Three Weeks
Before The
FALL DANCE

133-

Tails At
THE COLLEGE SHOP

j

St

Y

VAA AA AA

t
FOUNDED IN MOUNT VERNON

137 South Main Street
Mt Vernon Ohio

Whatever Your Needs
Might Ee You Can
Do Petter At

OHIO IN 1869

Knox Countys Greatest

Store

Lets All Get Together and Turn Out For

Watch The Left Hander Club
Call

2863- B

J

Jk i

Myers Tobacco Co

This Event
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ETERNAtfY YOURS
has
DAVID NIVEN as the magician
put into the glass globe the right
combination of ingredients to pro
duce the beautiful lORETTA YOUNG
Just as the right combination of 1
ingredients
the worlds best ciga 1
rette tobaccos are put together in 1
CHESTERFIELD to give you Real Mild
L
ness and Better Taste

Paradise Lunch Shoppe
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I

Fraternities Who Care To Enter

Question
I

lit

lf

Comchoice No investment
plete sample equipment including full measuring instructions
ComNo experience necessary
pany guarantees customers
satisfaction in the fit of his
Excellent commission
clothes
and bonus arrangement Branch
Write
offices in big cities
fully The A Nash Company
1921 Kim Street Cincinnati O

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
i

Youll enjoy every Chesterfield you
smoke because youll find them cooler youll

Sohio Service Station

FORMERLY CORNELLS

J

of the worlds best cigarette tobaccos

By

The Sunset Night Club

i

CHESTERFIELDS RIGHT COMBINATION

DIXIE

I

j

i i
Real jM lioness

Continued from page 1
suggestion wishes or rather demands for the return of Messrs
McGovcrn and Tunis were made
Under this arrangequite often
ment it was noted attendance
but
should not be compulsory
should be voluntary
In regards to the third question
Should the assemblies be abolished
completely
the answers were for
the most part either yes or no
The poll showed heavily in favor
of retaining some form of an asOne of the few
sembly program
comments made on this question
was to the effect that the speakers
we hear are our only direct contact
with the political and diplomatic
events of the world about us and
therefore we should grace our assemblies with able well- informed
speakers and give them ample time
This theto cover their subjects
ory sounds plausible and would
certainly improve the present plan
of our Thursday assemblies

and

DINNERS
Formerly

Addresses

Plate Lunch

SMITHS DINER
i

Longer

Chas Parsons

Corsage

Kenyon Movies

ONE FT LONG HOT DOGS 10c
FINE

Sharps Flover Shop

J

DOWDSRUDIN
QUALITY THE RINGYALT POLICY

FOR RESERVATION
One of Ohios

MOST MODERN

Small City Stores

A
J

MOUNT VERNON

OHIO

1

